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The concept of positive welfare

Two examples:

What it means

Definitions of welfare and where emotion comes in

Points to cover

Ways of studying emotions in non-human animals

Seabream responses to food and danger
Rainbow trout responses to harmful stimuli

Is it feasible to promote positive welfare in captive fish?



Where my professional interest in fish welfare comes from

Staging fights in the laboratory 
raises several ethical issues



2002



Another detail from my CV

I come from a family of anglers 

Well aware that responsible recreational 
fishers do much more than just catch fish



Proper functioning of biological systems

Defining welfare and where emotions come in

Freedom from negative emotions 
and access to positive emotions

No

Natural behavioural repertoire

Yes. Emotions are central to whole 
concept of welfare

Need to think about emotions? Welfare defined in terms of: 

No 

Emotions: positive or negative experiences that are associated with a 
particular pattern of physiological, neurologicql qnd behavioural activity. 

/Yes. To understand how 
animals experience natural events



Ways of studying the emotions of 
non-human animals objectively

Two complementary approaches

Two examples that use both approaches

From the inside: deductions from the nervous system 
From the outside: deductions from behaviour



Core emotions in humans as 
a two dimensional space

Testing a model of core human 
emotions on sea bream
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People in each quadrat have 
a different combination of 
behaviour, stress physiology 
and activity in sub-cortical 
forebrain structures

Example 1: How seabream experience food and danger



Seabream conform to the model’s predictions, each combination of 
valence and salience inducing a specific pattern of behaviour, 
stress and brain activation 
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Example 2: How fish experience 
harmful (nociceptive) stimuli

Two aspects to pain:
Detection of tissue damage and simple protective and avoidance responses
Negative emotional experiences processed by the brain

2010



In many fish species sensory 
structures have been identified 
that look and respond like 
mammalian nociceptors

Harmful stimuli (bee venom, acetic acid) cause immediate 
reflexive withdrawal, physiological stress and protective behaviour 

Detection of tissue damage and simple protective and avoidance responses



Striking suppression of learned feeding responses lasting 
several hours (motivation shifts)

Fish of several species show long-term avoidance of situations 
in which noxious stimuli have been experienced

This loss is reversed by analgesia

Negative emotional experiences processed by the brain

Following treatment with acetic acid, rainbow trout show: 

The normal neophobic response to a novel object disappears (attentional shifts)

Zebrafish exposed to noxious stimuli will pay a price (leaving a 
weeded tank for a brightly-lit bare one) for access to morphine



Fish brains look very different from mammalian brains

But there is extensive homology between the brains 
of fish and mammals

Gene-expression studies show neural activity in 
such structures in fish exposed to noxious stimuli

Negative emotional experiences processed by the brain?

Including several sub-cortical structures known to 
be involved in pain perception in mammals 



To reiterate:
We cannot say with certainty that fish (or any non-human animals) 
experience the emotion of pain in the same way and to the same 
extent as humans do

Conserved brain regions involved in pain processing in mammals 
are present in fish and activated in response to tissue damage

But we can say of fish that: 

Noxious stimuli generate complex responses that go 
well beyond simple reflexes

They can experience emotions

Exposure to noxious stimuli can be strongly aversive 

Fish exposed to noxious stimuli seek out analgesia

ISSP definition: Pain is an unpleasant sensation and 
emotional experience linked to tissue damage. 

This has been demonstrated in fish



One definition: mental and physical states that 
exceed what is necessary for immediate survival

Insight from human psychology: A life without positive 
experiences is not merely a neutral life, it is a bad life 

Positive welfare in fishes has received little attention until recently

The concept of positive welfare

2019



A framework for what motivates animals 
to perform particular actions  

Cautiously grasping the nettle of positive welfare in fish

Value effectiveness

Control effectiveness

Truth effectiveness

Gain beneficial and avoid 
detrimental outcomes

Be able to exert choices/have 
control over its circumstances

To learn and know about its 
environment

An animal can be 
driven to take an 
action by:

In other words, 
it is motivated to:

Example:

Care of body surfaces

Self feeding systems

Learning mental maps
Keeping tabs on risk

2012



Cleaner wrasse remove ectoparasites from larger fish (clients)

Cleaners sometimes bite off scales and mucus

Fixed cleaning stations, visited by clients of many species, some regulars

Value effectiveness: 
Motivation to gain beneficial and 
avoid detrimental outcomes

Care of the body surfaces Clients of the blue streak 
cleaner wrasse

For regular clients they compensate with a back massage



Clients visit cleaning stations frequently, 
often travelling long distances (pay a cost)

Looking at client behaviour

Regular clients have preferred stations, 
located using learned mental maps 

Learn to avoid cleaners that have 
bitten them, unless given a massage

Learn a spatial discrimination task for a back massage

Avoid cleaners that they see biting other clients

Which reduces their stress levels

Clients are motivated to visit cleaners to remove unpleasant stimuli

And for generally skin servicing (perhaps positive welfare, through 
value effectiveness)



Species-specific “scratching 
posts” that allow fish to keep 
their skin in good shape?

Is it feasible to promote positive welfare in captive fish?

Cultured juvenile 
seabream on 
Gran Canaria

Bubbles?



Demand feeders are good for 
welfare because reduce fin 
damage and lower stress

Self feeding systems
Control effectiveness

Be able to exert choices/have 
control over its circumstances

Perhaps an additional reason is 
that the fish are free to eat 
when they chose
Positive welfare through 
control effectiveness?



Learning mental maps

Truth effectiveness
Motivation to learn and know 

about the environment

Perhaps one reason why environmental enrichment 
reduces stress is that it allows fish to form mental maps 

Many fish learn and continually update 
mental maps and use these to navigate 
efficiently

Frillfin goby

Positive welfare through truth effectiveness?



Keeping tabs on risk
Truth effectiveness

Motivation to learn and know 
about the environment

Predator inspection: prey often approach potential predators 

In a potentially risky environment, perhaps it feels good to learn for certain what 
the actual risk is, through truth effectiveness  

Cultured fish often experience apparent risk that they do not have the 
opportunity to assess

Somewhere down the line, could we provide cultured fish with the illusion of 
inspecting a predator and finding it safe? 

Allows accurate assessment of actual risk, keeping prey safe,  while carrying 
on with necessary activities

Fathead minnows move out of cover and into open water when they smell a pike



Can suggest new approaches to known welfare problems

Can provide additional explanations of why 
existing welfare interventions work

It is feasible to promote positive welfare in captive fish, 
to the potential benefit of both fish and humans

Can identify unsuspected welfare problems and suggest 
possible solutions 

Demand 
feeders

Environmental 
enrichment 

Allowing 
fish to keep 
their own 
skin in 
good shape

The pressing need to 
assess apparent risk 

The motivational scheme used in the positive welfare review:



Thanks for your attention



Moral/philosophical, political, 
religious debate about how 
animals should be treated, 
balancing conflicting interests

Failure to separate scientific from non-scientific issues

Scientific findings about 
behavioural, cognitive and 
neural processes in fish 
exposed to noxious stimuli

What  we should do

X
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